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Abstract
Background: Recent advances in high-throughput technologies dramatically increase biological data generation.
However, many research groups lack computing facilities and specialists. This is an obstacle that remains to be
addressed. Here, we present a Linux distribution, LXtoo, to provide a flexible computing platform for bioinformatics
analysis.
Findings: Unlike most of the existing live Linux distributions for bioinformatics limiting their usage to sequence
analysis and protein structure prediction, LXtoo incorporates a comprehensive collection of bioinformatics software,
including data mining tools for microarray and proteomics, protein-protein interaction analysis, and computationally
complex tasks like molecular dynamics. Moreover, most of the programs have been configured and optimized for
high performance computing.
Conclusions: LXtoo aims to provide well-supported computing environment tailored for bioinformatics research,
reducing duplication of efforts in building computing infrastructure. LXtoo is distributed as a Live DVD and freely
available at http://bioinformatics.jnu.edu.cn/LXtoo.
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Findings
The completion of the human genome project [1]
fuelled the spark of many post-omics technologies such
as massively parallel sequencing, genotyping and proteomics. These technologies dramatically increase biological
data generation, and the biological data throughput has
been increasing at a rate exceeding Moore’s Law [2].
Along with this revolution comes the challenge of
inventing solutions for fast conversion of raw data into
biological knowledge. Many talented biologists and programmers have been implementing various methods to
address this challenge. While the availability of these
methods accelerates biological research, the broad range
of the current software packages forces biologists to
spend growing amounts of time installing, configuring
and maintaining software rather than focusing on research [3]. Moreover, many research groups lack such
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bioinformatics expertise, and thus often face data analysis bottleneck, leading to the slow progress of biological research.
Building tailored computing solutions requires specialized knowledge. While this challenge can be overcome
by using free and open source software (FOSS) [4], the
processes of compiling, installing, and configuring software are repetitive, error-prone, time consuming, and
sometimes frustrating. Expert system administrators with
extensive bioinformatics expertise are rare [4]. As bioinformatics pipelines become more complex and sophisticated, customization of computing solutions also
becomes more complex. These problems are compounded by the growth of the bioinformatics field that
has produced thousands of tools and web services over
the last decade. Therefore, it is desirable to deliver an
ideal computer system to the research community to address these issues. This goal can be accomplished by distributing a Linux-based operating system, gearing toward
performing bioinformatics analyses. Existing Linux distributions such as BioKnoppix and Quantian have not been
updated for years. Some distributions aimed at a specific
usership, such as Vigyaan for computational chemistry,
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BioconductorBuntu [5] for microarray analysis, and phyLIs [3] for phylogenetic analysis; others like Vlinux and
DNALinux [6] mostly focused on sequence analysis and
protein structural prediction.
Here, we present an integrated live Linux distribution,
LXtoo, to provide a comprehensive collection of biological software, including tools for sequence and structural analysis, microRNA target prediction, microarray
and proteomics data mining, protein network analyses
and even for computationally complex processes like
molecular dynamics and modeling.

Implementation
Developed using FOSS technologies, LXtoo is a freely
available Linux distribution based on Gentoo Linux.
LXtoo aims to present a fast, flexible, portable, and
powerful computing platform, integrating most commonly used bioinformatics tools with pre-compiled, installed, and configured software. LXtoo contains several
libraries for high performance computing, including
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) for
discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs), Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines (BLAS) and Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK) for linear algebra. Many software, for instance
R [7] and Gromacs [8], were configured to support these
numerical libraries to improve their performance. It also
implements parallel version of several intensive computing programs using Message Passing Interface (MPI), including Gromacs and ClustalW [9].
LXtoo also contains popular scripting languages including Python with BioPython and matplotlib supported, Perl with BioPerl and many third-party tools
supported, and R with GO [10], DO [11], KEGG [12],
and about 20 whole genome annotation packages [13],
our in-house developed packages including GOSemSim
[14], DOSE and clusterProfiler [15], and several packages
for microarray, proteomics, and FDR analysis [13]. LXtoo
features genuine open-source programs, such as NCBItools and EMBOSS [16] for sequence analysis, Vienna
RNA for RNA secondary structural prediction and comparison, Chimera [17] for molecular assemblies, docking
and conformational ensembles, Gromacs [8] for molecular dynamics, Cytoscape [18] and igraph for network
analysis, MeV for microarray analysis, and MSnbase [19]
for processing MS-based proteomics data, to name a
few. LXtoo is trying to integrate software to provide analysis solutions. For instance, microarray data analysis
[13] and network modelling tools [18] can work together
for investigating regulatory networks differences between
normal and diseased cell types; another example by combining miRNA target prediction [20], GO semantic similarity measurement [14], clustering [21] and enrichment
analysis [15] for characterizing functional similarity of
miRNAs as demonstrated in our previous publication
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[22]. Shell scripts are under development to supply
adaptable and maintainable analysis pipelines.
LXtoo features the Lightweight X11 Desktop Environment (LXDE), which is a fast-performing and energysaving desktop environment with a clean look and feel
[23]. The kernel of LXtoo was configured to use the
proper kernel mode setting (KMS) driver for video cards
from Intel, nVidia or AMD/ATI; LXtoo can automatically detect hardware and configure X11 windows system
at startup. LXtoo had been tested and run fine on
1 GHz CPU with 512 MB RAM, and on DELL Optiplex
960 workstation, which features 2.66 GHz Quad-Core
Intel Xeon, 8 GB RAM and ATI Radeon HD 4600 video
card. Since most of the bioinformatics analysis is computational intensive, and needs faster processor and more
memory, we recommend users running LXtoo with
high-performance workstation.
All of the other existing Linux distributions for bioinformatics are binary-based systems. Installing software
in these systems will pull in whatever libraries the developer has decided to be included. In contrast, LXtoo is a
source-based distribution, users can decide what optimizations are applied and which features will be built into
the program when installing software. LXtoo utilizes all
the features and advantages of Portage, without losing
the Gentoo characteristics. Portage, which is similar to the BSD-style package management, is the default
package management system of LXtoo. Portage is completely written in Python and Bash, and thus fully visible
to the users, for both are scripting languages. It also benefits solid documentation and strong community as supported from Gentoo community.
LXtoo is entirely based on FOSS software, which is
free for redistribution, application and alteration under
GPL license. LXtoo is distributed as a Live DVD, and
can be booted from the DVD without making any
change to the underlying operating system, or run within
the popular virtualization software VMware, in parallel
with the host operating system. This makes the system
portable and useful for new users to try it out, or for
those want to demonstrate the software to others. LXtoo
can also be booted from Live USB using UNetbootin to
create a bootable Live USB [24]. Certainly, installation of
LXtoo to hard drive is recommended for advanced users.
Runing-LXtoo on hard drive have several advantages, including much better performance since DVD drive is
physically slower than hard drive, keeping data and settings persistence after shut-down and flexibility to extend LXtoo. The installation guide is provided in the
LXtoo website.

Conclusions
LXtoo aims to offer biologists with a well-integrated and
user-friendly bioinformatics environment in order to
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alleviate the shortage of bioinformatics expertise. The
operating system features a large number of tools that
would allow users to run analyses, write scripts, and
generally use tools to a high level. LXtoo met all the
standards described by Tchantchaleishvili [25], and can
served as an ideal platform for creating scientific manuscripts. LXtoo is under active development and undergoes yearly updates to update software, fix bugs, and
incorporate new features. Users are encouraged to request additional software or features that would help
LXtoo to further evolve to meet the needs of the bioinformatics community. A future version of LXtoo is
being developed by providing bioinformatics analysis
pipelines based on shell scripts to automate the complex
series of analysis steps, and supplying a user-friendly
web-based interface to these analysis recipes. The
current release of LXtoo is designed for 32-bit architecture and is freely available at http://bioinformatics.jnu.
edu.cn/LXtoo. Next release of LXtoo will come in both
32-bit and 64-bit versions.

Availability and requirements
Project name: LXtoo
Project home page: http://bioinformatics.jnu.edu.cn/LXtoo/
Other requirements: LXtoo runs well on 1 GHz CPU
with 512 MB RAM; Quad-Core CPU with 8 GB RAM is
good enough for most of the bioinformatics software
packages.
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